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"Please calm down, Hades! Though Leon's resourceful, he's far too young and is probably at the Initial Almighty State at best, so

it'd take him at least a year to accumulate enough energy to force that Potential Energy Force. I gathered that the Potential

Energy Force he wielded was probably the only one he had, or he wouldn't have let us go without attacking!" The Southern Boss

said.

He fought Leon many times and could tell that Leon was in the Initial Almighty State at best.

Leon was far from reaching the Semi-Saint State, so it would require great energy and time to produce an attack at the level of

the Semi-Saint State; with that in mind, he assumed that Leon only had one Potential Energy Force in his possession.

"Hm, that might be true!" Hades was convinced, as he countered Leon's poisonous daggers and nearly killed Leon; if Leon truly

possessed another Potential Energy Force, he could have used it right there and then to prevent the Southern Boss from

escaping.

"Hades, now that Leon has run out of tricks, this is the best time to attack! Once you get rid of him, you can claim his treasure as

your own! Wouldn't that be great?" The Southern Boss said.

The Southern Boss was severely injured, so he was no match for Leon even if Leon had no more Potential Energy

Force in his possession, so he could only place his hope on Hades, who was in the Peak Almighty State.

"Well,” Hades fell into silence.

A tressure in the Semi-Saint State was practically the highest one could ever dream of obtaining, and Hades was not immune to

its temptation.

If he obtained a tressure in the Semi-Saint State, he would have more power and the Dragon Guards from the central region

would face more challenge when they tried to attack him.

Instantly, he found himself wavering and came close to agreeing to the Southern Boss's request. However, upon recalling how

formidable Leon was, he regained his senses.

He shook his head and denied the request without hesitation, "Not happening! I don't have the time to deal with your enemy!"

Shocked by his refusal, the Southern Boss asked, "Why not?"

"This is all just your guess! No one can know for sure if Leon possesses more Potential Energy Forces! If he does, I'll be

charging toward my death if I agree to help you out!" Hades scoffed.

As one of the criminals on the list, he managed to evade the Dragon Guards' attack for years because he was careful.

Though he agreed that it was unlikely for Leon to possess another Potential Energy Force, that was merely an assumption and

since he was not close with the Southern

Boss, he saw no point in foolishly risking his life for the Southern Boss.
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